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About Broadcom MASTERS
The Broadcom MASTERS (Math, Applied Science, Technology,
and Engineering for Rising Stars), a program of Society for
Science & the Public, is the national science, technology,
engineering and math competition for U.S. 6th, 7th, and 8th
graders that inspires and encourages the nation’s young
scientists, engineers and innovators. Learn more at
www.societyforscience.org/masters.
®

2012 was the inaugural year for an expansion of the Broadcom
MASTERS: Broadcom MASTERS International. Broadcom MASTERS
International creates opportunities for early collaboration
among young scientists and engineers from around the world
who compete in SSP-affiliated fairs.
These activities aim to bring together young people who share
a passion for innovation in STEM subjects (science, technology,
engineering and math) and to inspire them to stay with math
and science throughout high school and into exciting careers.

Broadcom Foundation and Society for Science &
the Public thank the following partners for support
of 2012 Broadcom MASTERS:
Samueli Foundation
®
Elmer’s Products, Inc.
The Marconi Society
Allergan
Science News for Kids

2012 Broadcom MASTERS
September 28-October 3

Broadcom MASTERS (Math, Applied Science, Technology and
Engineering for Rising Stars), a program of Society for Science
& the Public, inspires and encourages scientists, engineers and
innovators of the future.
The national science, technology, engineering and math
competition for 6th, 7th and 8th graders, Broadcom MASTERS
features top students nominated from SSP-affiliated fairs
throughout the U.S.
From thousands of nominees nationwide, 300 semifinalists are
named each year. Of these, 30 finalists are selected for the
trip to Washington, DC, where they compete for awards and
prizes, including the Samueli Foundation Award of $25,000, a
gift of the Samueli Foundation.
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Why Middle School?
Broadcom MASTERS® is the premier competition for 6th, 7th and
8th graders, where students demonstrate their mastery of math,
applied science, technology and engineering through science
fair competition.
Participants in Broadcom MASTERS are inspired, mentored
and encouraged to stay with math and science through high
school and beyond so that they are able to pursue exciting
careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Students who participate in Broadcom MASTERS will be better
prepared to meet the challenges of the future as tomorrow’s
innovators. They will lead the way with scientific breakthroughs,
engineering advancements and technological know-how.
These middle schoolers are invited to compete for prizes and
awards in Broadcom MASTERS when they are top performers at
their local SSP-affiliated science and engineering fair.
The national finals for Broadcom MASTERS are held in
Washington, DC. The winner is awarded the $25,000 Samueli
Foundation Award.
The Process
To participate in Broadcom MASTERS, 6th, 7th and 8th grade
students must first compete in their local SSP-affiliated science
fair. The top 10% of these students, a total of more than 6,000 in
2012, may be nominated by the fair for Broadcom MASTERS.
Nominees complete the Broadcom MASTERS application.
Entries are judged during the summer, and in August, SSP and
Broadcom announce the top 300 national semifinalists.
From among the semifinalists, 30 students are then selected
as finalists for an all-expense-paid trip to Washington, DC to
showcase their projects, compete in teams and visit historical
sites and organizations that celebrate innovation through
science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
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Awards
The top finalist receives the Samueli Foundation Award of
$25,000, which recognizes excellence among this premier
group of 30 finalists who demonstrates mastery of science,
technology, engineering and math. He or she exemplifies
how research, innovation and teamwork come together to
achieve STEM goals that impact our everyday lives.
Other awards include:
• One finalist who demonstrates both vision and promise
as an innovator, and ideally, in the spirit of radio inventor
Guglielmo Marconi, has applied concepts from electrical
engineering, will receive the Marconi/Samueli Prize for
Innovation of $10,000.
• Eight finalists (two in each of the disciplines represented
by STEM) will win a combined $30,000 in experiential or
product awards for their ability and promise in each of
the disciplines. The Broadcom Foundation welcomes
Allergan in their support of one of these awards in 2012.
• Two finalists will receive Rising Star Awards to represent
the United States as Broadcom MASTERS International
delegates. They will travel with their fair’s official party as
student observers to the Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair in Phoenix, Arizona, in May 2013. These
Rising Stars will be among a select group of Broadcom
MASTERS International from around the world.
• All finalists receive a $500 award from Broadcom
Foundation to recognize their advancement to the
Broadcom MASTERS finals. In addition, Elmer’s will provide
a $125 Walmart gift card to each finalist.
Awards Honoring Schools and Teachers
In recognition of the important contributions of teachers
to STEM education and the project-based learning of
Broadcom MASTERS competitors, each of the 30 finalists’
schools will receive $1,000 from the Broadcom Foundation,
and their teachers will be awarded a $125 Walmart gift card
provided by Elmer’s. Additionally, Elmer’s will also provide a
$500 Walmart gift card to the classroom of the top winner,
and a $500 Walmart gift card to his or her teacher.

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Jessika Baral, 13

Fremont, California

A Novel Way to Strengthen Eye Muscles and
Enhance Peripheral Vision
Project Background: Jessika has always enjoyed

building things, including a solar race car and a catapult.
She’s also interested in vision, since nearly everyone in her family wears
glasses. Recently she noticed that her friends and classmates use handheld
electronic devices for long periods of time – a habit that can result in eye
muscle fatigue. She decided to put her engineering skills to use creating a
device to strengthen tired eye muscles and improve peripheral vision. “Even
children can help others by inventing devices through a good understanding
of science and experimentation on prototypes,” she says. “I wanted to do the
same for the members of my family – all of whom have vision problems.”

Tactics and Results: Jessika prepared by reading books and scientific

journal articles to learn about vision and the anatomy of the eye. Then she set
about designing devices to enhance peripheral vision. Through trial and error
using several types of materials, she created three different prototypes. The
final devices featured LED lights that Jessika programmed to flash in a specific
speed, order, and direction. She then tested the devices on family members,
classmates, and adult neighbors. First, she measured their peripheral vision
and peripheral reading ranges. Then her subjects put the devices to the
test by following the flashing lights with their eyes while holding their heads
stationary. The subjects used the devices to exercise their eyes over a twoweek period, after which Jessika once again measured their vision. She found
that regular exercise with the devices significantly improved both peripheral
vision and peripheral reading range in children and adults.

Other Interests: Jessika is a longtime lover of science and can often be

found carrying out hands-on science experiments at her kitchen table or
looking for microbes in pool water using her home microscope. She performs
classical dance and choreographs new dance routines for herself and her
dance classmates. She also plays trombone and piano, and enjoys reading
and designing paper crafts.

Career of Interest: Pediatrician. “I love to do research and discover new
ideas. As a physician, I can gain firsthand experience working with patients,
including diagnosing conditions for which there are no existing cures. As a
scientist, I can conduct research to find cures for them.”
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Samuel Coulson, 14
Weston, Missouri

A Futuristic Study of the Effects of Microgravity
on the Biomass and Variation of Stems from
Perpendicular of Raphanus sativus
Project Background: In fourth grade, Samuel read an

article describing how radiation from space might affect pilots and flight
attendants that regularly fly over the North Pole. He’s been interested in
space research ever since. For the last five years, he’s conducted spacerelated science-fair projects investigating the effects of solar activity
and radiation exposure. Last year, during one of his many visits to the
NASA website, he read that astronauts were studying whether they might
grow food in space to supplement their prepackaged meals with fresh
produce. From his extensive reading about space travel, Samuel knew
that microgravity in space causes fluid to shift in the human body. Samuel
found himself wondering if the same might be true in plants. He decided
to explore how different levels of gravity exposure might affect plant
growth.

Tactics and Results: Samuel hypothesized that plants grown in a

microgravity environment would have different biomasses and different
perpendicular orientations than plants grown on Earth. He chose the
radish Raphanus sativus for his experiments. After the radish seeds
sprouted, he placed the test radishes on a clinostat, an instrument that
rotates to simulate the effects of microgravity. Control radishes were left
off the clinostats. After ten days, he measured the biomass and angle of
the stem of each plant. He found that the biomass of radishes grown in
microgravity did not differ from the biomass of radishes grown under the
control conditions. However, radishes grown in microgravity were more
likely to vary from ninety degrees in stem orientation than were the control
radishes. Since growing at angles could make the stems more likely to
intertwine and break, Samuel concluded that space farmers might need
to employ special methods to protect their crops.

Other Interests: Samuel is a member of student council, plays the

trumpet in the school band, and plays football, basketball, and track. He
also likes playing chess, building rockets, and camping with his family.

Career of Interest: Aerospace/Civil Engineer. In addition to his interests
in space, Samuel enjoys building things. One of his favorite hobbies is
designing and testing model roller coasters using K’nex and Magnetix
construction kits. “I like seeing what makes things work and modifying the
designs,” he says.

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Lisa Criscione, 14
Seven Hills, Ohio

Rusty Concrete: Will Too Much Water Corrode
Concrete Faster?
Project Background: Due to a school transfer, Lisa had

never taken a chemistry class. She decided it was time
to learn about the subject when she noticed a curious
chemical reaction taking place right in her own neighborhood. She
observed that the rebar-reinforced concrete streets of her neighborhood
were rusty. One road, built over 50 years ago, was badly rusted. But
another, built only 10 years ago, was covered with just as much rust as the
older road. It had been raining when the younger street was constructed,
leading Lisa to wonder whether concrete that contains more water rusts
more quickly.

Tactics and Results: Lisa collaborated with the Corrosion Lab at the

University of Akron to undertake her experiment. She mixed two batches
of concrete, one with a lower water-to-cement ratio, and one with
higher ratio. She made five concrete samples from each batch, and
reinforced each sample with rebar to mimic the makeup of the roads
in her neighborhood. After the samples had cured, she placed them in
a corrosion cell at the lab, which dramatically accelerated the rusting
process. She used a webcam to record the corrosion inside the cells. After
two days, Lisa removed the samples and reviewed the videos. As she’d
hypothesized, rust appeared first in the samples with a higher initial waterto-concrete ratio. She concluded that the more water concrete contains,
the faster rust will appear on its surface. Corrosion to roads and bridges
costs taxpayers billions of dollars and poses a safety risk, Lisa says. That’s
one reason she’s proud of her project. “I’m interested in making Ohio a
safer place to live,” she says.

Other Interests: Lisa is a member of the soccer, softball, volleyball, and

basketball teams, and also plays viola in the school orchestra. She’s been
a summer camp counselor and also loves reading, photography, and
making jewelry.

Career of Interest: Forensic Scientist. Lisa has always enjoyed a good

mystery, and hopes to follow that interest in her future career. “This job [of
a forensic scientist] is like working full time to examine puzzle pieces, such
as analyzing DNA, testing weapons, and examining other substances that
may shed some light on the situation,” she says.
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Shashank Dholakia, 13
Santa Clara, California

The Sky Is No Limit — A Photometric Comparison
of the Variable Stars Beta Lyra and Delta Cephei
Project Background: Twins Shashank and Shishir have

long shared an interest in astronomy with their father. Recently, at a “star
party” in southern California, one of the attendees invited the twins to peek at
a variable star through his telescope. They learned that variable stars change
in brightness over time. Intrigued, they decided to investigate the light curves
of two variable stars – in other words, how the stars’ brightness rose and fell.
They didn’t have to go far to gather their data; Shashank and Shashir viewed
the night sky from their own backyard.

Tactics and Results: Shashank and Shishir tracked two stars, Beta Lyra (an
eclipsing binary system, in which two orbiting stars take turns passing in front
of each other) and Delta Cephei (a Cepheid star, which appears to change
in brightness as it swells and shrinks in size). Each night, they took a series of
long-exposure photos of the stars using a method called DSLR photometry.
The cost-effective method required only a digital camera attached to a
telescope. After collecting data for 73 nights for Beta Lyra and 23 nights
for Delta Cephei, they used software to digitally combine the photos so
they could analyze the stars’ luminosity, or brightness. For Beta Lyra, they
discovered that the light curve was very irregular. Delta Cephei, meanwhile,
brightened faster than it dimmed as it pulsed in size. The project also has
findings beyond those two stars. Shashank and Shashir concluded that,
even while using relatively inexpensive equipment, their data were accurate
enough to be able to discover many star systems outside our solar system.
Other amateur astronomers can use similar methods to contribute to an
understanding of the universe.

Other Interests: Shashank is a member of his school’s Chess Club and
enjoys honing his skills against his brother. He plays cricket, and loves
competing against athletes from all over the U.S. as well as Canada,
Bermuda, India, and the United Kingdom.

Career of Interest: Astronomy. “I’ve considered a career in science and

engineering. I am interested in astronomy, biology, and math. I love to build,
break, and repair things and in my free time I almost always am building
something,” he says.

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Shishir Dholakia, 13

Santa Clara, California

The Sky Is No Limit — A Photometric Comparison
of the Variable Stars Beta Lyra and Delta Cephei
Project Background: Twins Shashir and Shashank have

long shared an interest in astronomy with their father.
Recently, at a “star party” in southern California, one of the attendees invited
the twins to peek at a variable star through his telescope. They learned that
variable stars change in brightness over time. Intrigued, they decided to
investigate the light curves of two variable stars – in other words, how the stars’
brightness rose and fell. They didn’t have to go far to gather their data; Shashir
and Shashank viewed the night sky from their own backyard.

Tactics and Results: Shashir and Shashank tracked two stars, Beta Lyra (an
eclipsing binary system, in which two orbiting stars periodically pass in front
of each other) and Delta Cephei (a Cepheid star, which appears to change
in brightness as it swells and shrinks in size). Each night, they took a series of
long-exposure photos of the stars using a method called DSLR photometry.
The cost-effective method required only a digital camera attached to a
telescope. After collecting data for 73 nights for Beta Lyra and 23 nights
for Delta Cephei, they used software to digitally combine the photos so
they could analyze the stars’ luminosity, or brightness. For Beta Lyra, they
discovered that the light curve was very irregular. Delta Cephei, meanwhile,
brightened faster than it dimmed as it pulsed in size. The project also has
findings beyond those two stars. Shashir and Shashank concluded that,
even while using relatively inexpensive equipment, their data were accurate
enough to be able to discover many star systems outside our solar system.
Other amateur astronomers can use similar methods to contribute to an
understanding of the universe.

Other Interests: Shishir enjoys origami, kite building, model rockets, and
chess. He also enjoys making new things. With help from his brother and
their father, he’s built a garden arbor, a solar cooker, and a Van de Graff
generator.

Career of Interest: Nanotechnology. Shishir is interested in this career

possibility since it can apply to so many different fields, including astronomy.
“There are always new things to be invented. Nanotechnology is a newly
developing field where there is still lots to be found,” he says.
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Cassie Drury, 13

Louisville, Kentucky

Exploring Cell Signaling in Wound Healing
Project Background: “I was always the child that loved

bugs and worms,” Cassie says, so it was natural that she
was drawn to studying planarian worms for her science
project. Cassie knew from a previous experiment that
injured planarians regenerate their heads and tails, and she was interested in
exploring that further. After cutting 150 planarians for a preliminary test, she
noticed the injured worms clumped together in the container – an unusual
behavior. “This gave me clues that the worms were somehow communicating
about their injury,” she says. She designed an experiment to explore whether
the worms share cellular signals that help their wounds heal.

Tactics and Results: Cassie exposed regenerating worms to water that

filtered past groups of injured worms that were missing either their heads or
tails. If the wounded worms were releasing a cellular signaling factor, she
reasoned, that signal would reach the single regenerating worm on the
other side of the filter. She observed the single worms daily until they were
fully regenerated. She found that the single worms exposed to groups of
healing worms regenerated their heads and tails up to 40 percent faster
than single worms that weren’t exposed to other healing worms. And as
she’d hypothesized, the worms exposed to larger groups of 20 healing worms
regenerated faster than those exposed to groups of 10 healing worms. She
concluded that regenerating planarians do, in fact, release chemical signals
to communicate with other worms and boost healing. In a future project, she
hopes to study these chemicals to see if they might speed healing in human
tissues.

Other Interests: Cassie likes to stay active by running, swimming, hiking,

biking, and playing basketball, soccer, volleyball, and tennis. She volunteers
with Catholic Charities, Visually Impaired Preschool Services, and Sproutlings
Pediatric Day Care and Preschool Services. “Volunteering makes me feel
amazing because I know that just a little amount of my time will greatly
impact someone else in need,” she says.

Career of Interest: Medical scientist. Cassie is interested in studying human
biology and illnesses such as cancer. She loved working in a laboratory for this
project, and looks forward to one day doing research in her own lab.

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Katherine Fennell, 13
New York, New York

Could A Small Aquatic Plant Have Reversed
Global Warming 49 Million Years Ago?
Project Background: Katherine has been interested in

paleontology and prehistoric life since she was a small child.
Recently, she read about the “Azolla event.” This theory
proposes that a small plant called Azolla, or water fern, was responsible for
rapid global cooling between 55 million and 34 million years ago, during
the Eocene. As Katherine learned, the theory suggests that Azolla grew
in a salty, landlocked ocean in the Arctic, absorbing large amounts of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. “We are now learning that humans
are having a profound and perhaps irreversible impact on the climate,”
she says. She was intrigued by the idea that a small aquatic plant might
have substantially affected Earth’s climate in the distant past. To learn
more, she decided to investigate whether Azolla could, indeed, have
survived in ancient Arctic conditions.

Tactics and Results: First, Katherine tested whether Azolla could survive
long periods of Arctic darkness. She found that the plant did not thrive
in darkness, but produced spores so that it could die in winter and grow
back in the summer. Next, she measured the nutrients Azolla required to
see whether the small plant could have survived in the harsh conditions
of the Eocene Arctic. She found that, as she predicted, the plant could
survive without any added nitrogen, since it was able to absorb the
nutrient from the air. Finally, she compared Azolla decomposition in
ordinary seawater to its decomposition in highly salty water that mimicked
the conditions of the Eocene ocean. She discovered that the high salt
composition prevented decomposition. Unable to break down in the salty
sea, the water ferns would have stored carbon dioxide in underground
deposits rather than releasing it into the atmosphere. Altogether, her
results demonstrate that the “Azolla event” hypothesis is plausible, and the
plant may well have contributed to rapid global cooling in the ancient
past.

Other Interests: Katherine loves spending time in nature, hiking,

kayaking, biking, camping, and rock climbing. She plays violin, studies
Latin, and has recently started learning to cook.

Career of Interest: Epidemiologist. “Epidemiology combines my two
favorite subjects: math and science. I want a career that would help
people and make a difference in the world.”
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Elan Filler, 14

Rancho Palos Verdes, California

What is the Environmental Source of
Cryptococcus gattii?
Project Background: As a child, Elan survived leukemia.

Her treatment weakened her immune system, and she
suffered from multiple infections as a result. Infections have interested Elan
ever since. When she heard her father, a physician, discussing a patient
infected with Cryptococcus gattii, she wanted to know more. She learned
that C. gattii, a fungus, can cause life-threatening pneumonia and meningitis.
But no one knew where patients in California contracted the fungus. She
made it her mission to locate the environmental source of the infection.

Tactics and Results:

Elan learned that a C. gattii outbreak in Canada had been traced to local
trees. She hypothesized that C. gattii also grew on trees in her home state
of California. A physician provided her with the names of major cross streets
near the homes of three anonymous patients infected with the fungus in Los
Angeles and Dublin, California. Elan took samples from trees in these locations,
as well as samples of soil at the base of the trees. Then she grew and analyzed
the samples in a laboratory in hopes of finding evidence of C. gattii. After
more than a month of searching, she discovered the fungus on a sweet gum
tree and in the soil surrounding a Canary Island pine, both in south-central
Los Angeles. “This indicates these trees are the environmental sources of
infection,” Elan says. “This research is highly significant because identifying the
environmental source of a serious infection enables doctors to make earlier
diagnoses and treat patients sooner. Furthermore, high-risk patients should be
advised to avoid traveling or gardening in areas endemic for C. gattiii.”

Other Interests: Elan plays violin with a community orchestra and also

enjoys playing classical piano. She volunteers with the organization People to
People International, and recently raised $1,500 worth of supplies to donate to
AIDS orphans in South Africa.

Career of Interest: Epidemiologist. “While researching my project, I

came across information about the Epidemiology Intelligence Service of the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. I want to become an EIS officer to
search for and discover the source of an infectious disease outbreak – like a
detective finding a microscopic criminal on the loose.”

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Texas
Paige Gentry, 13
San Angelo, Texas

Reducing Rabies Responsibly
Project Background: Growing up on a Texas ranch,

Paige used to raise chickens and was in charge of collecting the eggs
each morning. She noticed that something occasionally ate chickens
during the night, but she wasn’t sure what animals might be preying on
them. Then one day she discovered a rabid skunk in the doorway of the
hen house. “Scared out of my mind, I ran to get my mom. We talked
about rabies and the effects it had on the skunks, and from that moment
on I knew I had to do something to reduce rabies responsibly,” she says.

Tactics and Results: Paige began researching rabies and learned that
the disease kills 55,000 people worldwide every year. She consulted with
a local veterinarian and discovered that different strains of rabies infect
different animal species. She also found out that while U.S. programs
are working to eradicate rabies in coyotes and gray foxes, no such
program exists for skunks. Paige decided to test three different types of
skunk bait, which could be used to coat rabies vaccination pellets to
protect the skunks from the disease. Twice a day for three months, she
put out bait containers with three types of bait: venison, chicken, and
fish. She hypothesized that the skunks would prefer the chicken bait, since
chickens were a part of the skunks’ regular diet. Paige monitored the
skunks’ activity using a motion-sensor camera. She concluded that her
hypothesis was correct; skunks were significantly more likely to feed on the
chicken bait than the venison or fish bait.

Other Interests: Paige plays basketball and tennis and runs track and

cross-country. She enjoys camping with her family in state and national
parks. In the summer, she raises a garden with her sister. They sell their
produce at the local farmers market and deliver any leftovers to the local
food bank.

Career of Interest: Marine biologist. “I plan on obtaining my scuba

diving certification next summer and look forward to exploring the depths
of the ocean looking for ways to help the creatures whose habitats are
being threatened by man-made and natural disasters like tsunamis and oil
spills,” she says.
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Raymond Gilmartin, 14

South Pasadena, California

Spare the Environment, Spoiler the Car:
The Effect of Rear Spoilers on Drag and Lift
Project Background: Project Background: Raymond is

a self-described “car enthusiast” – he subscribes to three
auto magazines and loves watching car shows on TV. Lately, he noticed
that many new SUVs have rear spoilers. He knew racecars used spoilers to
create downforce, but he wasn’t sure what benefit they’d have on everyday
vehicles. Digging deeper, he learned that spoilers can reduce drag. That
sparked his interest. Raymond had recently watched a documentary that
discussed the importance of improving gas mileage in order to decrease
carbon emissions and halt climate change. Reducing drag can improve gas
mileage, he learned. Raymond decided to find out how a rear spoiler affects
drag and lift in SUVs.

Tactics and Results: Raymond carved two spoilers from balsa wood to

fit a model SUV. He tested the spoilers in a six-foot wind tunnel that he built
at his house, using a force sensor to measure drag and lift on the model
car. Raymond compared several conditions – a large and a small spoiler,
attached at different angles to the car’s roof. He hypothesized that a level
spoiler would increase drag compared to a car without a spoiler, but would
not affect lift. His experiment confirmed that hypothesis. He also predicted
that angling the spoiler would decrease drag and increase lift. His experiments
suggested an angled spoiler did decrease drag, but results were inconclusive
for lift. Finally, he found that increasing the size of the spoiler increased drag,
but again was inconclusive for lift. He concluded that some rear spoilers can
reduce drag without increasing lift, and may improve gas mileage in SUVs.

Other Interests: Raymond loves to run. He’s played the violin for eight years

and has performed in solo concerts and orchestra performances. Recently, he
won a $1,000 scholarship from Raytheon’s MathMovesU program for a video
he made exploring the connections between string instruments and math.
“Even in music, math and physics rule!” he says.

Career of Interest: Automotive engineer. As a committed car fan,

Raymond can’t imagine a more perfect job than designing new automotive
technologies. “I would like a career that combines engineering, cars, science,
and physics,” he says. “I would love to work with cars everyday and to
engineer them so they meet our needs.”

2012 Broadcom MASTERS Finalists
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Maria Elena Grimmett, 13
Jupiter, Florida

H2Oh No! Pharmaceuticals Are in My
Groundwater. Sulfamethazine Adsorption/
Desorption Isotherms and Kinetics Using Purolite
Resin MN250
Project Background: When she was little, Maria Elena heard her parents
discussing the quality of the well water at their Florida home. The memory
stuck. Several years ago, she decided to investigate why her well water
was brown, and has been performing water-related research ever since.
In 2009, she saw a science fair presentation by another student describing
pharmaceutical contamination of the Florida Everglades. “I was shocked!”
Maria Elena says. “After months of background research, I learned that
current treatment methods don’t completely remove pharmaceutical
contaminants from groundwater. There had to be a better way!”

Tactics and Results: Building on results from a related project last year,

Maria Elena investigated materials that might remove the drug sulfamethazine
from contaminated water. She focused on a process called adsorption,
in which atoms or molecules in the water stick to and create a film on a
material called an adsorbent. In a previous experiment, she’d found that one
adsorbent, known as resin MN250, was effective at removing sulfamethazine
from water. In this follow-up project, she further explored the adsorptiondesorption capacity and kinetics of the process. She found that MN250 has a
high capacity for sulfamethazine removal, and that the process is irreversible.
She concluded that these properties make MN250 a promising alternative for
treating water contaminated with the drug. “Without access to clean, safe
water, people cannot live and prosper. I believe that well designed scientific
research will solve important water challenges to help people worldwide,” she
says.

Other Interests: Maria Elena enjoys baking, growing vegetables and

flowers, and helping to design theater sets for school plays. Her favorite hobby
is clay modeling, and she has created a variety of clay art pieces including
bowls, vases, and animal sculptures.

Career of Interest: Marine biologist. “It combines many of my favorite

things, such as helping animals and plants along with keeping water pure.
Marine biology will give me the chance to do what I love and make a
difference in the world,” she says.
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Olivia Henderson, 14
Loveland, Ohio

The Tsunami Safety System:
Deploying the Barrier
Project Background: Olivia’s curiosity about tsunamis

was inspired by her interest in earth science. But after
learning more about the giant waves, her goal was broadened. Tsunamis
are among the world’s deadliest natural disasters, she learned, and
she wanted to make a difference by helping people around the world
who are affected by tsunamis. Last year, she conducted a science
experiment to create a tsunami barrier that would protect coastlines from
the advancing waves. This year, she wanted to expand on her “Tsunami
Safety System” to design a device that could work in the real world.

Tactics and Results: Olivia had already designed a netting barrier

to reduce the force of an approaching tsunami. But, she wondered,
how would the barrier be raised when a tsunami occurs? She couldn’t
expect that people would stick around to raise the net while a tsunami
was headed toward shore. So she designed three deployment systems
that would raise the net automatically when a tsunami was present.
One system used pulleys, another used propellers, and the third used a
system of compressed air to raise the barrier. She hypothesized that the
compressed air system would be most efficient because of the speed
and power it could provide. Olivia built prototypes of the three systems
and tested them in a model tsunami tank. As she hypothesized, the
compressed-air system was the fastest, most efficient, and most consistent
method. It deployed the barrier in 100 percent of her trials, in just 0.1
seconds, and reduced the force of the tsunami by 80 percent.

Other Interests: Olivia loves basketball and plays on teams year-round.
She also enjoys exploring her creative side through art and writing.

Career of Interest: Sports medicine. Olivia has imagined herself

pursing many careers, including a lawyer, a geologist, and an orthopedic
surgeon. After dissecting a frog and a fetal pig last year in science class,
she was even more excited by the idea of surgery and medicine. “Being
an experience athlete myself, I know how important it is to quickly and
properly heal from a sports-related injury,” she adds.
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Sean Hnath, 14

Reading, Pennsylvania

Ride the Wave to Power: Building and Testing an
Oscillating Water Column Wave Energy Generator
Project Background: On a kayaking trip with his family,

Sean heard a presentation by a green-energy expert who
discussed the importance of using energy sources other than fossil fuels.
Concerned about how we’ll power our world in the future, Sean decided
he wanted to do a project to explore alternative energy options. He
settled on exploring the energy from ocean waves, and decided to build
his own wave-energy generator. “I had hoped to build something on a
small scale that could have real-world use if it worked,” he says. “And it
did work!”

Tactics and Results: First, Sean hypothesized that taller waves would

produce more energy than shorter waves. To put the idea to the test,
he built a wave-energy generator from PVC pipe attached to a fan.
Plunging the pipe up and down in his neighbor’s pool, he was able to
generate both 2-foot and 3-foot waves. That action pushed a column of
air up the pipe through the fan, generating electricity. With each wave
he created, Sean measured the amps and volts that were generated by
the moving water. He discovered that the three-foot waves did, in fact,
generate more than twice the energy created by two-foot waves. Next,
Sean analyzed national satellite and buoy data to explore wave heights
around the U.S. He concluded that the west coast of the country has the
tallest waves, and would therefore be the best place to build a wave
generator farm for harvesting the ocean’s wave power.

Other Interests: Sean runs with his school’s cross-country and track

teams, and enjoys swimming during the summer. He also plays the
saxophone in several school bands. As a senior patrol leader for the Boy
Scouts, he enjoys hiking, camping, and community service projects, and
looks forward to one day earning his Eagle Scout rank.

Career of Interest: Robotics engineer. Sean likes designing and

building and is good at math. He hopes to put those skills to use to help
the environment by creating things like water-treatment facilities and
“green” buildings. “I like to build things, especially if it can help someone
or something,” he says.
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Varun Iyer, 14

Springfield, Illinois

Energy: The Sound Way: The Effects of
Various Configurations of Heat Stack on
the Energy Output of a Thermoacoustic
Piezoelectric Generator
Project Background: At a science fair last year, Varun saw another

student’s experiment on biofuels. Realizing how such a project could
help the modern world, Varun was inspired to study alternative sources
of energy for his experiment this year. While researching the topic,
he discovered that physicists at Los Alamos National Laboratory had
designed a machine that converted heat into sound – a process called
thermoacoustics. He also knew that it was possible to turn pressure (such
as sound waves) into energy, in a process known as piezoelectricity.
He decided to combine the two concepts to turn heat to sound and
then into usable energy. Because the idea was so new, he found little
information on the internet to guide him. He’d have to design the project
and the generator from scratch.

Tactics and Results: Varun decided to test generators with three

different styles of heat stacks – rectangular, hexagonal, and circular – to
find out which configuration would produce the highest voltage. In all, he
built six versions of the generator, two of each shape. He used a probe
thermometer and video to record the heat increase over time in each
stack while the engine was producing energy. Meanwhile, he measured
the voltage in each system using an instrument called a multimeter. With
special computer software to analyze the results, he concluded that the
rectangular stack was most efficient at producing energy.

Other Interests: Varun likes playing sports including soccer, tennis,

biking, swimming, and track, and is a black belt in goju-ryu karate. He also
plays guitar, piano, and percussion, and enjoys thinking about the science
of music when he combines rhythms and melodies to compose his own
musical pieces.

Career of Interest: Neurologist. Varun says the field of neurology

could bridge his interests in engineering and medicine and also make
a difference in people’s lives. “The brain is similar to a machine, in the
sense that it can calculate and compute,” he says. “I am interested in the
science and technology behind the brain and hope to one day develop
machines that can match the complexity of the brain.”
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Anirudh Jain, 14
Portland, Oregon

Use of Diatoms as Biological Indicators for Silver
Nanoparticle Pollution
Project Background: Last year, Anirudh invented

a water bottle that killed harmful bacteria using a filter
containing silver nanoparticles. While the benefits of the
antibacterial particles were promising, he learned that the particles also
kill benign bacteria. He also knew the particles are now frequently used to
coat many everyday materials, including clothing and containers. Over
time those nanoparticles are shed into the environment, and because
they’re too small to be trapped by water treatment plants, they can wind
up in water sources and harm local ecosystems. Anirudh drew inspiration
from Rachel Carson, whose book Silent Spring explained how chemicals
such as pesticides in the environment often do more harm than good. But,
he learned, detecting potentially harmful silver nanoparticles in lakes and
rivers is difficult and expensive. He wanted to find a better way.

Tactics and Results: Anirudh decided to focus on diatoms,

phytoplankton that are found in abundance in freshwater sources.
Because they have a high reproductive rate and are susceptible
to environmental changes, he predicted that they’d be a good
biological indicator for detecting silver nanoparticle pollution. To test his
hypothesis, he exposed samples of diatoms to three concentrations of
silver nanoparticles, and compared those to a control set that wasn’t
exposed to any of the particles. He measured the growth and health of
the diatoms over two weeks. He found that all of the samples exposed
to the silver nanoparticles grew more slowly or even declined in growth
compared to the unexposed diatoms. The higher the exposure, the
more poorly they grew. He concluded that periodically measuring
diatoms in the wild could be a practical way to judge the extent of silver
nanoparticle pollution in natural water sources. “Simple solutions often
exist in nature,” he says.

Other Interests: Anirudh enjoys playing soccer and tennis. He’s also an

avid reader of fiction, and volunteers each week at his community library.

Career of Interest: Biotechnologist. The field offers great opportunities

to work on challenging everyday problems, he says. “I would like to
contribute to better life for millions of disabled or diseased people by
developing mechanical devices which interact with the human body and
by growing artificial organs in the lab.”
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Carolyn Jons, 14

Eden Prairie, Minnesota

The Effect of Oxygen Removal Treatments on the
Mold Growth of Blueberries
Project Background: Carolyn has been interested in

science since first grade, but this year’s project stemmed
from something she learned in social studies. While researching a lesson
on food availability, she learned that more than 1.3 billion tons of food are
wasted each year, often due to mold. “After I noticed the magnitude of the
problem of food waste in the world, I was inspired to take action,” she says.
She wanted to develop new ways to prevent fresh food from getting moldy.
To prepare for her project, she interviewed a mycologist (a fungus expert)
and read books and articles to learn about the properties of mold. As mold
needs oxygen to grow, Carolyn decided to test how different oxygen-removal
methods would affect mold growth on blueberries.

Tactics and Results: First, Carolyn first built a closed box that she

could reach into with gloves to manipulate the jars in a controlled oxygen
environment. To test the effects of washing blueberries, she compared
pre-washing berries with water, hot water, or alcohol. She also tried various
methods to remove oxygen from the jars, including the presence of yeast,
flame, exhaled air, oxidizing steel wool, and commercial oxygen-removal
packets. She determined that pre-rinsing berries in hot water slowed mold
growth. Oxidizing steel wool and oxygen-removal packets were the best
oxygen removal methods, she found, preventing mold growth for up to two
months. Finally, she invented a convenient, disposable food-storage bag with
an oxygen-absorption packet that could be used to store perishable foods at
home.

Other Interests: Carolyn plays violin in her school’s orchestra. She also plays

soccer and tennis and enjoys biking and riding a unicycle. In her free time, she
taps into her creative side by sketching and painting. After a trip to China, she
began studying Chinese at home and at school.

Career of Interest: Mechanical engineer. Carolyn’s previous science

fair experiments have covered topics in physics, biology, and chemistry, but
all involved building things. While she enjoys science, she says, “I also value
creativity.” Constructing the equipment to carry out her experiments has often
been her favorite part of the process, she adds, and she’s looking forward to
joining her high school robotics team.
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Chase Lewis, 13

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Nitrocellulose: Speedy as a Flash
Project Background: Chase has been interested

in the science of combustion since his grandfather, an
aeronautical engineer, taught him about rockets and rocket
propellants. Chase has built model rockets and researched
how fireworks are made. For his science project, he planned on studying
gunpowder. But as he researched the topic, he learned that modern
gunpowders are actually made of nitrocellulose, a material made by
applying nitric and sulfuric acids to cellulose plant fibers. Intrigued, Chase
decided to investigate how the weave of nitrocellulose textiles might
affect their burn rates.

Tactics and Results: Chase predicted that nitrocellulose textile strips

with tighter weaves would burn more quickly than those with looser
weaves, since flames could travel faster from fiber to fiber. To test his idea,
he used strips of cotton fabric with varying weaves. First, he nitrated the
strips in nitric and sulfuric acids to create nitrocellulose. Then he counted
the number of threads per square centimeter and weighed the strips
in order to measure the burn rate using a standard measure of grams
per second. Finally, he ignited the strips and recorded the burn time
with a video camera. Analyzing his data, he concluded that the loosest
and tightest weaves burned the slowest, while medium-weave strips
burned fastest. He reasoned that the tightest weave might have been
so compact that it slowed the progression of the flames. Chase checked
that theory with his town’s fire marshal, an expert in fire dynamics, who
confirmed his analysis.

Other Interests: Chase enjoys reading and learning about all sorts of

diverse topics. “My room is filled with ancient coins, papyrus paintings,
African masks, watch parts, handmade candles, and steampunk chests,”
he says. He also enjoys experimenting with firecrackers and model rockets
and collecting rocks and fossils. “Why do I enjoy all these things? I think it’s
because I’m very curious,” he says.

Career of Interest: Nanoengineer. Chase enjoys building things

and thinks he’d enjoy a career in nanoengineering – but that’s just one
of many options. He’s interested in fields from antiquities to physics to
Shakespearian literature, and would like to pursue multiple jobs over his
lifetime. “I hope to have several careers, like my grandfather who was a
rocket scientist, author, and photographer,” he says.
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David Li, 14

Commack, New York

The Impact of a Parabolic Reflector on Wi-Fi
Reception at Different Angles: A Compromise
Between Signal Strength and Angle
Project Background: At David’s house, the Wi-Fi

transmitter is located in the basement, and he often experiences bad
connections when using his computer in his second-floor bedroom.
Downloading and uploading files is slow because of the weak signal
strength. Seeking a solution, he learned about parabolic reflectors. These
simple, inexpensive devices, made of a curved piece of metal, can be
used to project energy such as radio waves. David decided to create
a parabolic reflector and test how it affects Wi-Fi signals from different
distances and angles.

Tactics and Results: For the first part of his project, David tested

whether a parabolic receptor would affect signal reception over different
distances. He built a parabolic reflector from wood and aluminum and
placed it behind the antenna of a Wi-Fi modem. Then he measured
Wi-Fi signal strength at 0, 100, and 200 meters from the modem. He
found that a parabolic reflector could significantly boost Wi-Fi signal
reception, especially when the transmitting modem was placed directly
at the center, or focal point, of the reflector. In the second part of the
experiment, he tested whether the reflector affected signal reception at
different angles. He found a tradeoff: when the modem was placed at
the focal point of the reflector, the signal boost was highest, but only at a
narrow range. Positioning the antenna further from the parabola’s focal
point boosted the signal more weakly, but over a wider range. Parabolic
reflectors could be used in homes to boost Wi-Fi reception, he concluded,
and could be positioned for different goals (such as providing Wi-Fi to
multiple users, or maximizing privacy to a single user).

Other Interests: David can often be found on his laptop, programming
math tools, simulations, and video games. He plays classical guitar and
cello, and also collects antiques such as old coins and radios.

Career of Interest: Physicist. From the age of 4, David has been

dreaming of super-fast trains that could circle the globe in minutes. That
dream could become a reality, he says. “If I become a physicist, I can
investigate and invent new things, [such as] faster transportation or cold
fusion,” he adds. “I like to be challenged and apply my math skills in
physical science research.”
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Shixuan Justin Li, 14
Lynn Haven, Florida

No Mo Squitoes: Repellent Formulation
Development with Natural Ingredients using
Design of Experiments on Aedes aegypti
via the K & D in vitro Method
Project Background: Living in muggy Florida, Shixuan has been dealing

with pesky mosquitoes his whole life. In addition to being annoying, he
knew, the insects spread many deadly diseases on six continents. Standard
mosquito repellents use DEET, a synthetic chemical that has negative effects
on the environment and on human health. Shixuan knew that many natural
substances have been found to repel mosquitoes, but they often wear off
quickly, either evaporating into the air or being absorbed by the skin. He had
used natural aloe vera gel from his garden to treat minor burns, and noticed
that it left a film on the skin. He wondered if adding an aloe vera binder to
natural mosquito repellent could help it last longer.

Tactics and Results: First, Shixuan needed test subjects, so he reared more

than 800 mosquitoes from eggs. He decided to test a combination of celery
seed extract and citronella oil to repel the mosquitoes. He combined those
natural ingredients with an aloe vera binder, using a mathematical tool called
Design of Experiments (DOE) to determine the optimal formulations. He tested
three formulations of his natural repellent, comparing them to DEET and to a
repellent-free control. He tested each treatment at 0, 3, and 6 hours after it
had been applied, tracking the mosquitoes’ bite counts using a synthetic skin
substitute. He found that one of his natural formulations was just as effective
as DEET, fending off 100 percent of mosquitoes for 6 hours. “This proves an
effective, long lasting, and safe mosquito repellent can be formulated using
natural ingredients,” he says.

Other Interests: Shixuan has played piano since he was five, and also plays

tuba in his school’s marching band. He also enjoys playing tennis, table tennis,
and badminton.

Career of Interest: Biomedical engineer. Shixuan has been interested in

building robots and other machines since a young age, and hopes to use
such inventions to save lives and improve quality of life. “The next generation
of materials is the key to mastering nature’s miracle machine – the human
body,” he says. “My ultimate interest is in the exploration of the human brain
to unlock and harness the secrets behind our mind and body.”
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Anna Lou, 12

Anaheim, California

Can ‘Artificial’ Intelligence Be More Intelligent
Than Human Doctors and Professors in Playing
Blokus?
Project Background:

In 2010, on a trip to visit family in Canada, Anna’s uncle introduced her to
Blokus, a strategy game that calls upon spatial thinking skills as players place
colored tiles on a board. Frustrated that her uncle kept beating her, she
began to studying the game more seriously. She decided to write a computer
simulation program to find the best strategies for winning at Blokus. Inspired by
the IBM supercomputer that defeated the human World Chess Champion in
1997, Anna set out to develop an artificial intelligence (AI) program that could
beat humans at Blokus. Last year, she wrote a working Blokus AI program, but
it failed to beat out its human challengers. This year, she was determined to
fine-tune the program to take on human competitors – and win.

Tactics and Results: In all, Anna spent two years developing her AI

program. First, she learned the programming language C# through an online
course and wrote a Blokus game simulation. Building on last year’s research,
she created a new search algorithm, then set two virtual players against
each other. The virtual players each used different strategies. Over the course
of 5 million games, the program identified increasingly successful tactics
for winning at Blokus. This year’s best strategy beat last year’s best strategy
more than 89 percent of the time, she found. She then tested her optimized
Blokus AI program against nine human players, all doctors and professors.
The program beat them all. “I learned…to never give up,” she says. “I kept
advancing my strategies until my fourth version was finally able to defeat
human players.” Better yet – her program was finally able to win against her
uncle.

Other Interests: Anna enjoys reading and creative writing. When she’s

not writing computer programs, she often writes stories, poems, comics, and
music. She also plays piano and violin, and is a member of the swim team.

Career of Interest: Computer software engineer. Anna enjoys drawing

and was considering a career as an artist, but her recent AI experiment got
her hooked on computing. “I like the process of defining a need, designing a
solution, and implementing it on the computer,” she says. “My future goal is to
make people’s lives easier and better by creating more ‘intelligent’ computer
programs.”
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Daniel Lu, 13

Carlisle, Massachusetts

Psychoacoustics: The Perception of Volume
Project Background: Riding home from a loud concert

one night, Daniel was listening to his iPod when his father
commented on how loud the music was playing. Daniel
realized that although he perceived the music to be playing
at a normal volume, he actually had it raised to the max. He noticed that his
hearing seemed to become less sensitive after listening to loud music or being
at a loud party, and seemed to become more sensitive after being in a quiet
area. That made him wonder whether the sounds someone previously hears
affect his or her perception of volume. While the theory made sense intuitively,
he was surprised to learn that it had never been proven scientifically. He
decided to change that.

Tactics and Results: Daniel arranged to perform his experiment in the

school library, where the ambient noise level was low and constant. For each
participant, he played a song and adjusted the volume until the participant
indicated that the level was “comfortable and normal.” Next, he lowered the
volume by 10 decibels and played the softer music for five minutes. Then he
played it again, once more asking participants to instruct him to adjust the
volume to a normal, comfortable volume. After a short break, he repeated
the procedure but played the song 20 decibels above the level that the
participant indicated was normal. As he hypothesized, participants selected
a lower “normal” volume after exposure to quieter music, and a higher
“normal” volume after exposure to the loud music. The pattern held true for all
of his participants. The findings have implications for protecting hearing from
damage caused by loud music, he says. “This awareness makes me more
capable of protecting the hearing of myself and others.”

Other Interests: Daniel loves dancing and music, including singing and
playing piano. He is a member of the student council and enjoys debate.

Career of Interest: Sociologist. Daniel enjoys working with people and

is interested in group dynamics – both interests that led him to consider a
career in sociology. “In addition, a career that could very possibly cause me
to be exposed to different cultures and lifestyles is appealing, because I have
always found it a shame to not know about so many of the people in the
world around us,” he says.
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Ceili Masterson, 14
Palm Bay, Florida

The Effects of Reduced pH Levels on the Growth
and Survival of the Calcareous Shelled Bivalve,
Mercenaria mercenaria
Project Background: Ceili fell in love with the

underwater environment during a family snorkeling trip on a coral reef in
the Florida Keys. Afterward, she wanted to learn more about the colorful
underwater world she’d witnessed. While researching coral reefs, she learned
that global climate change is increasing the acidity of ocean water, with
potentially harmful effects on sea life. Concerned, Ceili decided to study the
effects of ocean acidification on marine animals.

Tactics and Results:

Working at her school’s aqua lab and at Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institute, Ceili raised 300 juvenile clams for her experiment. She hypothesized
that clams raised in more acidic water would grow more slowly, suffer from
reduced shell mass, and die more often compared to those raised in standard
seawater. She kept half of the clams in tanks at the optimal ocean pH of 8.3,
while the experimental clams were kept in tanks with a pH of 7.9 – the acidity
level that ocean water is predicted to reach within 40 to 50 years. Each day,
she measured the pH, salinity, and temperature of each tank and removed
and measured any dead clams. After 62 days, she removed and measured all
of the clams. As she predicted, clams kept in the acidic water had reduced
shell mass and died more often than those kept in optimal ocean water; 80
percent of the clams in acidic water died, compared to just 34 percent of
control clams. However, the remaining clams in the acidic water grew larger
than the controls. Ceili believes that because more of the experimental clams
died, there was more food available to survivors. “If the pH in the ocean drops
as predicted, it could be catastrophic for all forms of life,” she says. “We need
to do something now, before it’s too late.”

Other Interests: Ceili is a nature lover, and can often be found outside

hiking, swimming, or exploring the woods around her neighborhood. She also
enjoys playing trumpet and baritone and likes expressing herself through art.

Career of Interest: Ophthalmologist. Ceili loves science and problem

solving, and hopes to have a rewarding career that helps other people. “I
remember when I first got my glasses, it was like seeing the world for the first
time,” she says.
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Ethan Messier, 12

Assonet, Massachusetts

Wave To The Future (The Utilization of Marine
Waves Using Wave Buoys to Generate Electricity)
Project Background: Last year, Ethan experimented

with Faraday’s Law of Induction. Researching the English
scientist Faraday, he became inspired by the so-called “father of electricity,”
who overcame poverty and lack of education to discover the basis for
electrical generators. “I…found I had a passion for electricity,” Ethan says. This
year, he wanted to revisit Faraday’s Law, this time to find a more efficient way
of generating electricity without harming the environment. He’d read about
work to harness wave power, and decided to build his own wave buoy to
generate electricity.

Tactics and Results: Ethan built a floating device called a point absorber

made of a stainless steel ruler, magnets, and copper-wrapped wire coils.
As the kinetic energy of the waves moved the ruler and magnets through
the coils, electricity was generated. He tested the device first in an indoor
simulation, and then in a swimming pool and in the open ocean water of
Assonet Bay. At first the buoy device was unstable in open water, so Ethan
problem solved and added a keel to keep it afloat on the ocean waves. As
he’d predicted, he found that as the waves got higher the magnets moved
faster through the wire coils, increasing the voltage that was generated. He
concluded that a similar device could be used to gather kinetic energy from
waves on a larger scale. While researching his experiment, Ethan learned that
harnessing just 0.2 percent of the kinetic energy in waves could power the
world. “Similar technology is currently used in five places around the world
and can be a cost-effective and environmentally friendly alternative to fossil
fuels,” he says.

Other Interests: Ethan enjoys reading and writing fiction, playing guitar,

visiting museums, and conducting science experiments. He loves competing
in fencing and archery and participates in local archaeological and
paleontological excavations. He gives back to the community as well,
volunteering for Christian missions and fundraising for a local cancer center.

Career of Interest: Marine biotechnologist. Ethan loves the ocean, and

believes there are many undiscovered marine organisms with the potential to
generate new medical treatments. He’s also considered a career in plasma
physics. “I want to have a career that is challenging with lots of opportunities
to explore new ideas that benefit humanity,” he says.
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Will Monts, 15

Bluffton, South Carolina

Sail Away
Project Background: Will races sailboats and last year,

during a fall regatta, he was in second place as he sailed
downwind in a heavy wind. One of his crew members asked
if a different sail type might have allowed them to pick up
their speed – but the boat only used a single type of sail. Still, the experience
got Will wondering whether different types of sails might function better or
worse in different wind speeds. He decided to test four common sails: a
symmetric spinnaker, an asymmetric spinnaker, a ljungstrom sail, and a jib. He
knew that race sailboats usually use symmetric spinnakers, so he expected
that sail would pull an object with the most force.

Tactics and Results: Will researched the different sail types and designed

patterns for each type on graph paper, making sure all of the sails had the
same area. Then he used the patterns to construct cloth sails by hand. Next,
he designed a sailcar using a Knex construction kit. To test each sail, he
attached it to the sailcar and used a fan set at two different wind speeds to
send the car along a track. Using a force meter, he was able to determine
that the symmetric spinnaker pulled with the most force in the lower wind
condition, as he expected. But the jib pulled with the most force at the higher
wind speed. “I was surprised… that wind speed does have an effect on which
sail type produced the most force,” he says. “I am always searching for ways
to improve my race scores in regattas. A small change, like a different type of
sail, can create an advantage.”

Other Interests: Will mentors new sailors in a local learn-to-sail program. He
also enjoys reading, kayaking, playing soccer, and running cross country.

Career of Interest: Marine architect. Whether he’s kayaking for fun or

racing in a sailing regatta, Will loves to spend time on the water. In a previous
experiment, he tested various boat hull designs for efficiency in the water. “As
a sailor, I try to find faster ways to get around the race course to win regattas,”
he says. “There are many elements of nautical engineering which interest me.”
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Nicole Odzer, 14

North Miami Beach, Florida

Can Reef-Building Corals Adapt to the Stress
of Global Warming? The Effect of Global
Warming and PAR on Coral Bleaching in
Montastrea cavernosa
Project Background: Growing up in Florida, Nicole says, she respects

the ocean’s coral reefs, thinking of them as her friend and her neighbor.
Reading about reefs, she’d learned that they support a quarter of all known
marine species, protect inshore areas, provide millions of jobs, provide food
around the world, and are a potential source of medical treatments. So she
was concerned to learn that global climate change may be damaging the
delicate reefs by causing them to expel their symbiotic algae, a process
known as bleaching. Some bleached corals don’t recover from the event and
perish. “As a helpless bystander, I knew I had to learn about the devastating
impact of this potential ecological disaster,” she says.

Tactics and Results: In her research, Nicole learned that both water

temperature and light exposure have been linked to coral bleaching.
To find out more, she studied the species Montastrea cavernosa. She
exposed populations of the coral to several different combinations of
water temperature and sunlight. Then she assessed coral health by visually
examining the organisms’ tissues and measuring their photosynthetic
efficiency. She found that corals were significantly more likely to become
bleached in warmer waters, especially when they received more direct
sunlight rather than shade. Her results show that the human-caused effects of
global warming could be compounding natural stress such as light exposure
in some coral populations. The findings, Nicole says, “have important global
applications for researchers and preservationists who utilize strategic measures
when planning how best to protect and preserve our delicate and essential
coral reefs in the face of global warming.”

Other Interests: Nicole plays tennis, soccer, and softball, and particularly
loves the camaraderie of team sports. She also sings, plays violin, viola, and
piano, and has performed in many plays with a local theater company.

Career of Interest: Physicist. Nicole has always been interested in life

sciences, but recently the “constantly changing and evolving” field of
physics has piqued her interest, she says. “From astronomy to biomedical
development to environmental engineering to even theme park design,
physicists provide the foundation.”
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Maura Clare Oei, 14
Hebron, Connecticut

Development of a Prototype Pendulum Wave
Energy Conversion Device
Project Background: Surfing enthusiast Maura Clare

spends a lot of time thinking while sitting on her surfboard,
waiting for the next big wave. Living in a small, rural town in Connecticut,
she says, the rising cost of fuel has had a big impact on her family’s budget.
Watching the force of the crashing waves as she surfed, she was inspired
to find new ways to use wave power to solve some of the country’s energy
problems. “The total power of waves breaking on the world’s coastlines is
estimated at 2 to 3 million megawatts,” she says. “Capturing a fraction of that
power would significantly offset the world’s energy consumption.”

Tactics and Results: Maura Clare decided to develop a wave energy

conversion device to harness the power of the ocean. The device consisted
of a floating buoy attached to a pendulum. As the ripple of a wave rocks
the buoy, the motion is translated into periodic motion in the pendulum. That
motion spins a series of gears and freewheels to rotate a shaft connected to
an electrical generator. Maura Clare designed and constructed a prototype
of the device, testing various pendulum lengths and weights to find the most
effective design. After testing the prototype using simulated waves, she
concluded that more power could be generated as the length and weight of
the pendulum increased. The device could be scaled up to harvest significant
amounts of wave energy, she says. That energy could be transmitted directly
to shore or stored in batteries for later use. “The device produces clean,
reliable, scalable, low-cost renewable energy,” she says.

Other Interests: Maura Clare performs Irish step dancing and will compete
this year at the North American Irish Dance Championships. She also dances
ballet and helps run a ballet summer camp for a non-profit dance school.
When she’s not dancing, she enjoys surfing, volleyball, lacrosse, and golf.

Career of Interest:

Chief financial officer. Maura Clare is interested in the product-development
and entrepreneurial side of science. “I am intrigued by the business aspects of
taking a product to market and seeing the product being used by people for
the betterment of society,” she says.
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Maya Patel, 14

The Woodlands, Texas

Gauging Inferno Sprawl
Project Background: Maya was at summer camp

in 2011 when a wildfire approached the camp, so close
that Maya could see and smell the smoke. Not knowing
where the fire would spread, she and the other campers
didn’t know how to evacuate safely to get home. That year, wildfires raged
across Texas, burning over 3 million acres. All summer long, news reports
warned citizens to have a suitcase packed and ready in case they needed
to evacuate on short notice. Maya realized that if it were possible to predict
where a fire would spread, people could plan ahead for evacuation and
firefighters could prevent damage and save lives by containing fires faster.
She decided to develop and test a model for predicting the spread of
wildfires.

Tactics and Results: Maya decided to use Geographical Information

Systems (GIS) modeling, a way to visualize, analyze, and interpret trends and
patterns in maps, globes, and charts. First, she had to learn the GIS software.
Once she understood the basics, she created a model based on the Bastrop
County Wildfire, which burned for over a month in the fall of 2011. Using data
about previous wildfires, she created a flammability algorithm to predict
where the fire would spread, based on its starting point and factors such as
slope, humidity, temperature, precipitation, and land use. Then she compared
her model’s results to actual fire damage data from the Bastrop fire. After
several trials, she produced a computer model that was 80 percent accurate
compared to the fire damage data. Such a model could be fine-tuned with
more variables for even greater accuracy, she says. “This model would benefit
firefighters to predict where a fire is going to spread.”

Other Interests: Maya enjoys answering fast-paced science trivia as a

member of her school’s science bowl team. She also likes dancing and
recently had the opportunity to become an assistant teacher at her dance
studio, teaching ballet and tap to younger kids.

Career of Interest: Science museum curator. Maya has always liked

visiting museums, and would love to create exciting, interactive exhibits to
encourage others to get engaged in science. “My goal is to inspire young
people and encourage them to make an impact in the world by following
their passion,” she says.
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Mabel Wheeler, 12
Orem, Utah

Sunburnt Polymers
Project Background: While spending time outdoors,

Mabel noticed that plastic objects in her yard, such as
balls and lawn chairs, had become brittle and discolored
by time spent in the sun. She wondered if the same
sunscreens that protect her skin from the UV radiation could prevent the
degradation of polymers, the long molecules that make up plastics, rubbers,
and proteins. First, she decided to test hard strips of plastic. But they took too
long to degrade in the sun, and there was no clear way of measuring their
degradation. Instead, Mabel hit upon the idea of using rubber bands, which
degrade more quickly and can be tested by stretching until they break. Once
she’d identified her test material, she set about designing her experiment.

Tactics and Results: Mabel cut rubber bands into same-sized strips and

attached them to a board. She treated some with sunscreen, some with hand
lotion, and left some untreated. Then she put the board in her yard in an area
exposed to sunlight most of the day. She also placed untreated control strips
in a darkened room. She left the test strips in the sun for 22 days, reapplying
fresh sunscreen and lotion twice during the experiment. Afterwards she
tested all of the rubber strips by stretching them across a ruler and recording
the length at which they broke, reasoning that the bands that broke most
easily had degraded most significantly. She found that, as she predicted,
the sunscreen-treated bands degraded less severely than untreated bands
or those treated with hand lotion. Still, the sunscreen only protected the
rubber polymers to a degree; the bands kept in a dark location degraded
significantly less than sunscreen-treated bands that had been placed in
sunlight.

Other Interests: Mabel loves singing, dancing, and acting in musical

theater and recently performed in 28 performances of “The Secret Garden”
with a local theater company. She also enjoys sewing, making crafts, and
writing.

Career of Interest: Science writer. Mabel enjoys writing and also loves

science, so a career that combines both interests is only natural. A few years
ago, she researched the Mexican walking fish and then wrote a report about
the animal. She loved the combination of researching a fascinating scientific
subject and then writing and revising her paper.
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John Wilkins, 12

San Antonio, Texas

The Effects of Changing the Moon’s Eccentricity
on High Tide Height in Boston, Massachusetts
Coastal Area
Project Background: John has a deep interest in space

and the planets, and he loves to visit planetariums and attend star
gazing events. Recently, he traveled to Boston and noticed how dense
the housing population was along the coastline. He wondered how high
tides would affect the coastal homes if, for instance, an asteroid collision
changed the shape of the moon’s rotation around the Earth. Such a
collision, he knew, could change the nature of Earth’s tides. He decided
to investigate how the moon’s eccentricity – the degree to which an orbit
deviates from a perfect circle – affects the height of high tides.

Tactics and Results: John decided to focus on Boston, the city that

first drew his attention to tides. First, he studied Kepler’s three laws of
planetary motion to create a computer simulation of the moon orbiting
the Earth and the Earth orbiting the sun. Then he compared his computer
simulation estimates to actual high-tide heights in Boston on different
dates. Next, he ran the simulation to compare what would happen to the
tides over the course of a year if an asteroid crash knocked the moon
into a more circular or more elliptical pattern. If the moon’s eccentricity
decreased (that is, became more circular), he found, tides would stay
roughly the same from day to day. But if eccentricity increased, minimum
and maximum high tides would be more extreme. “At some points in time
when the moon is closer, the tides [would] be as high as 30 feet, which is
about as big as a tsunami,” he says.

Other Interests: John plays the piano and is involved in golf, tennis,

and swimming. He loves testing his problem solving skills as a member of
the chess club. He also enjoys building things and can often be found
tinkering in robotics, programming computers, and creating scale Lego
towns.

Career of Interest: Computer programmer. John loves making

computer simulations, especially those that involve space, such as
designing spaceships or engines that can travel faster than the speed of
light. As our technology rapidly advances, he says, the computer industry
is poised to become the biggest industry in the world.
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Camille Yoke, 14

Midlothian, Virginia

The Effect of Boat Hull Shape, Height of Center
of Gravity, and Degree of Incline on Amount of
Restoring Torque Produced
Project Background: Camille has lived her whole life on

a lake, and grew up canoeing and sailing with her family. One of her earliest
memories is of her oldest brother standing up in the canoe, nearly splashing
the whole family into the water. As she learned to control the boats herself,
she realized how easy they are to tip. She decided to design an experiment to
test the physics behind her own personal experiences. To do so, she called on
her math skills and focused on studying “restoring torque.” Restoring torque,
Camille learned, is the force that brings a system back to a state of equilibrium
– such as the force that brings a tipping boat back to float calmly on the
surface.

Tactics and Results: After several attempts through trial and error,

Camille built several test boats by wrapping Styrofoam cross-sections with
heavy paper, then hardening and waterproofing the models with epoxy
and fiberglass. She attached masts into each boat’s center and added a
weight to the mast that could be moved to adjust the center of gravity. She
also built a torque meter with a scale and pulleys in order to collect her data.
In addition to the model boats, she used a computer program to study the
center of buoyancy for different hull cross-sections and angles. She found
that higher centers of gravity are less stable. She also found she could predict
stability successfully by calculating center of buoyancy. The theoretical
calculations produced on the computer agreed well with her experimental
findings. “The final point is that standing up in a canoe is an easy way to end
up in the water!” she says.

Other Interests: Camille loves to dance and performs with a local dance

studio company. She also enjoys music and loves to sing and play guitar. She’s
also been an active Girl Scout since Kindergarten.

Career of Interest: Physicist. Camille’s parents both have science degrees
and three siblings are working toward careers in science. While she enjoys all
types of science, physics has always stood out for her. “I find the idea that
motion can be predicted mathematically intriguing and highly important in
real-world applications,” she says.
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The Inspiration for the Broadcom MASTERS
The inspiration to create the Broadcom MASTERS is found in the
personal history of Broadcom's co-founder, Dr. Henry Samueli.
Just like the thousands of young people competing in science
fair competitions throughout the United States and the world,
Henry Samueli's passion to pursue a career in engineering was
ignited during the formative years of middle school with a
'hands-on' electronics project in his West Hollywood 7th grade
electric shop class.
Henry Samueli convinced his teacher to let him tackle building
a vacuum-tube short-wave radio he had read about in a
Heathkit catalog, which he worked on every night for an entire
semester. When he brought the assembled radio into school,
the teacher plugged it in and it worked.
From that moment on, he was hooked. "That became my
mission in life, from 7th grade onward, to find out how radios
work." He went on earn his Bachelor's, Master's and Ph.D.
degrees in electrical engineering at UCLA and his amazing
career trajectory as an engineer/innovator led to the founding
of Broadcom, which today is an international Fortune 500
company with over 11,000 employees.
In recognition of the importance of STEM education and the
importance of sparking insight and passion through projectbased learning, the Broadcom Foundation is proud to sponsor
the Broadcom MASTERS and congratulates all finalists for their
hard work and dedication to following their passion in science,
technology, engineering or math.

Broadcom Foundation

Broadcom Foundation was founded
to inspire and enable young people
throughout the world to enter
careers in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
(STEM) through partnerships with
local schools, colleges, universities
and non-profit organizations. The
Foundation’s mission is to advance
education in STEM by funding
research, recognizing scholarship and
increasing opportunity.
www.broadcomfoundation.org

Broadcom Corporation

Broadcom Corporation is a
global leader and innovator in
semiconductor solutions for wired
and wireless communications.
Broadcom® products seamlessly
deliver voice, video, data and
multimedia connectivity in the home,
office and mobile environments.
With the industry’s broadest portfolio
of state-of-the-art system-on-a-chip
and embedded software solutions,
Broadcom is changing the world by
Connecting everything®.

Society for Science
& the Public

Society for Science & the Public
(SSP) is one of the oldest nonprofit
organizations in the U.S. dedicated
to public engagement in science
and science education. Established
in 1921, SSP is a membership
organization and a leading
advocate for the understanding and
appreciation of science and the vital
role it plays in human advancement.
Through its acclaimed education
competitions and its award-winning
family of publications, Science News
and Science News for Kids, and the
tablet format Science News Prime,
SSP is committed to inform, educate,
and inspire.
www.societyforscience.org
To learn more about the Broadcom
MASTERS, visit:
www.societyforscience.org/masters
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